
It ought to be unimaginable that a 
profession would spend its entire time 
concerned with designing the particular 
form of goods without seeing it as 
essential to attempt to show what the 
consequences of that particular design 
would be. 

 Daniel Miller 



What we need to question is bricks, 
concrete, glass, our table manners, our 
utensils, our tools, the way we spend our 
time, our rhythms. To question that which 
seems to have ceased forever to astonish 
us. We live, true, we breathe, true; we 
walk, we go downstairs, we sit at a table 
in order to eat, we lie down on a bed in 
order to sleep. How? Where? When? Why?
   

Georges Perec 



The future is already here — it's just not 
very evenly distributed. 

William Gibson 



The only way to cope with something 
deadly serious is to try to treat it a little 
lightly. 

Madeleine L'Engle 



Playing Fools & Engaging Idiots  
The Role of  

Speculative Critical Design 





Critical Design in Context 



• Question disciplinary orthodoxy 
• Question the ethical implications of technology 
• Question paths of scientific progression  
• Question socio-technical and political 

hegemony 
• Draw attention to the ideological make up of 

design 
• Extend designs agency into new contexts of 

thought and inquiry  
• It is a polemic medium dependent on 

engagement and collaboration  



Anthony Dunne, Pillow Talk documentary still, 1995.  
The Pillow (documentary still) video: Dan Sellars



Anthony Dunne, Pillow Talk documentary still, 1995.  
The Pillow (documentary still) video: Dan Sellars



Dunne and Raby, Faraday Chair, 1997



 Do not omit history!



Peter Cook, Archigram Instant City Airships, 1968



Haus-Rucker-Co  Environment Transformers, Fly Head 1968



Superstudio, Monumento Continuo, 1972



Alessandro Mendini, destruction of Lassù chair, 1974



Haus-Rucker-Co  Environment Transformers, 1968 AugerLoizeau, Social Tele-presence  

Rent-a-body service Blind date, 2001



Peter Cook, Archigram Instant City Airships, 1968 Brendan Walker, Seat belts AirLife, 2005



Superstudio’s Il Monumento Continuo 1969 Dunne and Raby United Micro Kingdoms Digitarians 2013



 With-in or With-out







satire  



playing fools & engaging idiots 





Juvenalian & Horatian  



Black Mirror. The National Anthem. Charlie Brooker. 2011



Piggate. David Cameron. c.1986 [allegedly]







Ralph Ball and Maxine Naylor, 24 Star Base, 2005



Idiot 



The idiot is a conceptual character who resists the consensual 
way in which the situation is presented and in which 
emergencies mobilise thought or action.  

The idiot has this effect not because it directly challenges the 
reality or truth of those emergences but because there is 
something more important.  

The idiot demands that we slow down, that we don’t consider 
ourselves authorised to believe we possess the meaning of 
what we know.  

The idiot does not know but is capable of knowing and 
importantly through seeing alternatives through cultivation of 
emergencies and difference.



Associative design             Speculative design                  Critical design



Associative Design  
 



Impossible Baby: Ai Hasegawa 2016

Speculative Design 
 



Impossible Baby: Ai Hasegawa 2016









Distortion



Distortion



Distortion



Distortion



Critical Design  



Adam Thorpe and Joe Hunter Vexed Generation, Vexed Parka, 1995. 

Antithesis 



Sarah Gold The Alternet 2014



Sarah Gold The Alternet 2014













So what?



What is the role of the 
Speculative Critical Designer, 
what is the function & where 

does utility reside?  



The construction of publics: 
infra-structuring through 

boundary objects,  
things and the design device  
& ultimately treading the line 

between wit and reason 





Thank you!


